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BLUEWATER BAY MSBU 
BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

BUDGET WORKSHOP MEETING 
JULY 1, 2014 

 

 

I.  Call to Order 

 
Jonathan Tallman called the meeting to order at 4:40 p.m.  Present were Directors, Steve Hall, Judy Griffin, 
Jonathan Tallman, Debbie Stretch and Felix Beukenkamp.  The presence of a quorum was confirmed.  
Representing Bluewater Management Services were Darlane Landsberger and Meredith Collins.  Also in 
attendance was Marcia Sanders with the Bay Beacon, Ron & Virginia Byrd, Pat Fralix, Jason Connor, Lynne 
Whittemore and Steve Pearce. 
 
Mr. Tallman opened up the meeting for any public comments: 
 

 An owner in attendance reported that the median at Range Road and Highway 20 looks terrible.  
Ms. Griffin reported that she reported it to Valleycrest, however, there is no irrigation and usually just 
has pine straw applied.  Valleycrest also sprayed the area for weeds.   

 An owner in attendance reported that he wishes to see the covenants enforced within the Bluewater 
Community.  He reported that on his street alone, there are six (6) rental homes and no one is taking 
care of their yards.  Ms. Griffin reported that it’s not part of the MSBU Board jurisdiction.  Mr. 
Beukenkamp recommends that concerned homeowners contact the county commissioners to 
petition.  Mr. Beukenkamp also reported that the homeowners association should enforce or contact 
Mr. Jerry Zivan’s office.   

 

II.   Discussion of the 2014-2015 Budget 

 
Ms. Landsberger reported on FY 2014 Monthly Income and Expense Year End Projection.  Ms. Landsberger 
reported that this is a tool for the Board to show the actual amount of revenue each month until May 2014 and 
anticipated amounts in red.  The expense for contingency and reserve allocations was excluded, however, it still in 
the budget.   
 
Ms. Landsberger reported on the Statement of Income and Expense Budget Performance through May 31, 2014. 
 

 We knew that we would be over budget on the landscape contract, however, please note that this included 
three (3) months of the former landscape company (October – December)  A lot of vine removal and other is 
a combination of charges incurred by the prior landscape company. 

 The Tax Collector’s Commission is a new item this year 

 The funds remaining should be fine to get through the end of this fiscal year 

 Will need to convert the budget and send to Dan Skarzynski at the county once approved at the Board 
meeting  

 Ms. Landsberger asked the Board if they wished to review all of the previous year’s budgets.  Mr. Tallman 
reported that wasn’t necessary and believes we can move forward in reviewing the 2014-2015 budget 

 
Mr. Beukenkamp asked the following questions: 
 

 Why is the water and sewer for?  Ms. Griffin reported that this is the irrigation, not sewage.  Mr. 
Beukenkamp recommends changing the line item to read Water and take our sewer 

 What is the telephone charge?  Ms. Landsberger reported that this was the prior management companies 
phone line, the service has been cancelled. 

 
A homeowner in attendance asked if there is a surplus left over in the budget at the end of the year, do those funds 
go back to the County.  Mr. Hall reported no, it’s carried over to the next year. 
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Ms. Landsberger reported that the MSBU has been over budget every year.  Ms. Griffin reported that last year all of 
the new lights were installed.  Ms. Landsberger reported that the MSBU budget is to beautify the community, not to 
save money for a rainy day and this Board has done a great job in getting projects done and serving the community. 
  
Ms. Landsberger reported that Bayou Lawn’s contract went through December 2013, so it was really a fifteen (15) 
month contract.  Ms. Landsberger presented the Board with a Detail of all charges from Bayou Lawn.   
Ms. Landsberger reported on the two (2) budgets proposed: 
 

Budget A – based on the 2014 tax rolls 4673.6 parcels at $60.00 annually – dues remain the same  
 

Budget B – based on the 2014 tax rolls 4673.6 parcels at $63.00 annually – increase of five (5) percent 
 
Ms. Landsberger reported that to maintain all areas, it would take ten (10) years with a five (5) percent increase 
each year.   
 
Mr. Beukenkamp asked about the increase in the Utilities (line item #4441), why the increase.  Ms. Landsberger 
reported that Chelco will be switching all of the lighting to LED lights and there will be an increase. 
 
Mr. Beukenkamp asked about the Record Storage Fees (lien item #4460).  Mr .Tallman asked if the county can 
maintain and manage the records vs. paying for storage.  Ms. Landsberger reported that was a good question and 
she can make an inquiry.   
 
Mr. Tallman reported that he believes that there are a lot of items in the budget that can be reduced, i.e., website 
maintenance, newspaper, etc.  Mr. Tallman also asked why are we paying for meeting space, we can possibly have 
meetings at another location.   
 
Mr. Beukenkamp does not wish to raise the dues at this time.  Ms. Griffin disagrees and reported she has spoken to 
numerous people who would pay $100.00 annually.  As the community ages, the Board needs to maintain and 
upkeep the Bluewater Bay area.  Ms. Griffin also recommends raising the dues for the next few years.  Mr. Hall 
does not agree with an annual $3.00 increase.  Mr. Tallman recommends asking the people what they want, i.e., a 
referendum and possibly put it on a ballot for a vote to see what the homeowners want.   
 

Landscape RFP Discussion: 
 
Ms. Landsberger reported that all of the dates have been set for the mandatory pre-bid meeting on the cover sheet 
of the RFP. 
 
Having no additional business to come before the meeting it was adjourned at 6:05 p.m. with a motion from Mr. 
Hall, none opposed.   
 

 
 
                
Submitted by: Meredith Collins     Approved by: Steve Hall  


